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THE KERR EFFECT. 1 

I.--The Application of tJic Kerr Eoect to the Determirbatiofb 
of  the Saturation ‘Values for Magnetism of Ferro-magnetzc 
Metals, Compounds and Alloys. By S. G. BARKER, 
D.I.C., Plz.D., King E‘dlL;ard V11. Research ScJmlar. 

RECEIVED SEPTEMBER 4, 1916. 

TN the year 1876 Kerrl observed that the direction of vibration 
of plane polarised light was alteied when the polarised ray was 
refiected from a ferro-magnetic mirror placed in a niagnetic 
field. Further work on this phenomenon was done later 
by \?ordon.2 F i t ~ g e r a l d , ~  K ~ z , ~  Righi,e Kuiidt,’ DU 
Eois,* Sissi~igh,~ Zeenian,lo Ingersol1,ll Foote,12 Loria,l3 
Martin,14 and many others. It has been conclusively shown 
that the Kerr effect is only poJsible in the case of fcrro-magnetic 
bodies such as iron, nickel, cobalt, iron oxides, &c., whilst 
diamagnetic bodies like bismuth have shown no appreciable 
effect. As well as the change of the plane of polarisation, yet 
another change is evident-namely, if the incident light is 
plane polarised, the reflected ray is elliptically polarised. The 
niajor axis of the ellipse corresponds to the new plane of 
vibration of the plane polarised light. I n  the simplest case 
of nearly vertical reflection either perpendicular or parallel 
to the plane of incidence of the polarised light, and with normal 
magnetisation. the rotation is depender,t only on the wave- 
length and the strength of the magnetic field. This simple 
case is ased exclusively throughout this work. 

The dispersion curves throughout the spectrum have been 
investigated for the Kerr effect by a large number of observers, 
amongst whom Du Boiswas one of the earliest, followed later 

(1) J. Kerr, “ Phil. Mag.” ( 5 ) ,  3, p. 321, 1877; 5, p. 161, 1878. 
( 2 )  J. E. H. Gordon, “ Phil. Mag.” (5), 4, p. 104, 1877. 
(3) G. F. Fitzgerald, “ Proc.” Roy. Soc., 25, p. 447, 1876. 
( 4 )  E. H. Hall, lL Phil. Mag.” (5), 12, p. 171, 1881. 
(5) P. C. Kaz, ‘‘ Diss. Amsterdam,” 1871. 
(8) A. Righi, “Ann. d. Cheni U. Phys.” (6) 4, p. 443, 1885. 
(7) A. Kundt, “ Wied. Ann.,” 23, p. 228, 1884; 27, p. 199, 1886. 
(8) H. du Bois, ‘‘ Wied. Ann.,” 39, p. 228, 1890. 
( 9 )  R. Sissingh, i‘ Arch. Neerland.” (l), 27, p. 173, 1894. 
(lo) P. Zeeman, “ Arch. Neerland.,” 27, p. 252, 1894. 
(11) L. P. Ingersoll, “ Phil. Mag.” (6), 11, p. 41, 1906; 18, p. 74, 1909. 
(”) P. D. Foote, “ Phys. Review” (2), 34, p. 96, 1912. 
(13) St. Loria, “Ann. d. Phys.,” 38, p. 889, 1912. 
(1‘) P. Martin, “Ann. d. Phys.,” 39, p. 625, 1913. 
‘ VOL. XXIX. B 



2 DR. S. G .  BARKER O S  

by Ingersoll, Loria, Martin and others. liigersoll has confined 
his attention to the infra-reti part of the spectrum and used 
wave-lengths between 1,/1 and 3 , ~ .  He accomplished this by 
means of a bolometer method. Du Ibis investigated the 
curves for iron, nickel. cobalt and inagnetite over the whole 
visible spectrum. I n  the presentwork the curves of Du  Bok 
have been more accurately re-detemiined, and the nuniber of 
points taken considerably amplified. These will be discussed 
later. I l u  Jhis found tha t  iron gave a negative rotation frorii 
the violet to the red with R probable niininium in the ultra- 
violet. Nickel gave a niinimuni in the yellow, and cobalt a 
minimum in the blue-gieen. Magnetite exhibited a positi1.c 
maximum rotation in the yellow, and a zero value in the violet. 
Ingersoll prolonged these curves into the inf ra-red. HP 
showed that for iron and cobalt there are well-defined negative 
iriaxima near E.== lp, and then quick decreases in numerical 
value. Kickel showed a niore remarkable phenomenon in t h a t  
between the wave-lengths ?.==1/1 and ?.= 1.3/i the value passed 
through zero. Magnetite exhibited two invewion points. 
Du Bois has closely investigated the relation between t(ht> 
niagnetic field strength and the Kerr rotation. and establish~d 
the Kerr constant for various metals. Yocite* esarnined the 
curves for ellipticity and dispersion. Loria and von Xak- 
rzewskit atteriipted to find a relation between the Kerr efiect 
and the optical constants of the metals. Cheniists and 
metallurgists have placed us to-day in possession of niaiiy 
prepared ferro-niagnetic substances. Hilpert: has prodiiced 
metaferrites by conibinations of different oxides with iron 
oxide. I n  all cases in this series he has niaiiitained tlw 
identical structure of magnetite, PeO, Fe203, using the latter 
part as the acid Iadicle and simply substituting CnO,  $c., felt 
F e 0  ‘l’he iron parts of the conipounds evidently carry the 
ina g ne t ic p rope r t ies. 

The object of the present work is to demonstrate the theory 
of tiu Bois$ that in the case of ferromagnetic substances there 
exists a proportionality between the rotation ( E )  and the 
intensity of magnetisation ( I ) .  When the maximum mag- 

* P. D. E’ootcb, ‘* Phys. Ileview ’’ ( 2 ) .  3-t; p. !)ti, 1912. 
t St. Loria, and C. Z a k m w s k i .  ’* Hull. 

$ S. Hilpert, ’* Ber. Deutsch. Chem. Oes.,” 42, p. 2248. 1909. 

dc I’Acad6inie des Scicntrr de 
Cracovie (A), 22, p. 275, 1910. 

H. du Bois, ‘‘ Wied. Ann.,” 31, p. 052, 1887 ; ’. Phil Mag.,” 29, 
1’. 301. 1890. 
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netisation is reached (I,, ,).  thc rotation ( E , )  will become con- 
stant. According to Du I<oib,if the rotation be plotted as 8 

function of the magnetising field- ?.e., r = F ( H ) ,  then the value 
of I,n can be found. In  the caw of an irifitiitc hornogeneous 
plate, with noriiial magnetisation. ttic 1)oi i i t  of inteisection of 
the straight line 

c = K.Z. = K .  H .  /4z 
and the asyniptote r -=constant 

gives an  abscissa (T) whose value is hZ,, where I ,  is t h e  
saturation value. Loria began prvlirriinary investigations ot 
this point, but his results obtaineu with samples of quite 
irregular configuration were not a t  all concordant. In  t h e  
present woik specimens of iron, nickel arid cobalt, and inariy 
other substances whose saturation values had been carefully 
determined, were taken as the grounciwork oil which to  base 
t h e  efficiency of the method. These speciiiieiis were all of the 
htandatd shape discussed later, and were inwstigated fiwt of 
all. The values so obtained were in excellent agreement with 
those found by  other methods. Later in the work variouh 
other materials of unknown saturation values were esamined. 
The great advantage oE this  method is t h a t  the saturation 
ralue of a substance can be iountl when only a very small 
ciuantity is available. The mirrors used in all the tests wcre 
of the uniforni size 295 mm. in radiiis arid 0.2 mrn. thick. The 
!uethod ot procedure and the description of the apparatus is 
set out below. The curves plotted show t as F ( H ) ,  and the 
>,ign of the rotation is noted in every case. Lo ih  iound in his 
work that  wave-length had an influence on the saturation value 
obtained. With the same material, usin8 light of different 
tiavc-lcngths, he obtained different saturation values frow the 
different curves obtained. This work shows, as would be 
expected, that  he was wronq, and that wave-length has no 
influence on the values obtained. His error was probably duc 
to  the irregular shape of his niirrors and the very few and 
insuiTicient number of points taken. 

Description of Apparatus LTsecl. 

The apparatus used is illustrated in the accompanying 
diagram. The light from an arc lamp (in exceptional cases 
from the sun) was focussed on the slit of a Du Bois* inono- 

* H. du Bois, “Zeituhr. f. Instrumenten.,” 31, p. 1, 1911. 
B 2  



4 DR. S.  G. BARKER O S  

chromator, the slit of which was altered in width according 
to the intensity o f  illurnination desired for any particular wave- 
length. I n  the extrenie blue and red regions the slit was. with 
rjnfety, made much wider, but in the green i.=3:30~0,u,tt the 
width was uniformly kept at 0.15 nini. Theblight passed 
through the monochroniator and emerged from the sanw 
through a slit of eclual width i o  the one on which the light wab 
incident. I t  was then ininiediatelyfocussed on to a Du Bois 
half-shde polai inleter.* In this instrument the heam is 
reflected through ail angle of 90 deg. by a niirror. I t  next 
pasees through two Nicol’s prisms and emerges as plane 
polarised light. The polarised beam passes onwards through a 
hole in the arm of a large Du Bois ring magnet, and emerges 
through the pole-piece by  a vertical rectangular slit. From 
this i t  is incident on a small nietallic mirror placed on the other 
polc-piece a small distance away. The return beam is received 
in the analyser, and the rotation is meamred on the vertical 
scale by a n  optical arrangement as shown in the diagram. This 
system of taking readings enabled extxernely small differences 
in the rotation to be measured with considerable accurac?. 
The light from an illuniinated scale was reflected by a plane 
iniiror on to another plane mirror attached to  the analvse!,. 
:ind which rotated with it. From this it WRP reflected through 
a right-angled prism into a large magnifying telescope, by 
nieans of which the readings could easily be taken with great 
accuracy. The angle between the Nicol’s prisms was  0.4 of il 
degree, and the mean error nf reading about, 0.01 of a minute. 
In  certain exceptional cases the light was slightly elliptically 
polarised, but in no case to an extent suffic; lent to cause 
annoyance or eriw. The field was ohlained by a large Du Boir 
ring magnett  of resistance 1.; ohms. -Uter applymy strong 
currents it was found necessary to open the magnetic circuit 
arid demagnetise the instrument by knocking. The intensity 
of the magnetic field was measured piimarily by a ballistic 
metht d,  and subsequently by means of a thin glass etalon wit F, 
silvered back surface. l h e  e tdon  wa4 placed between the 
poles and the rotation of the plane of polarisation, when 
different fields were existing was measured as before. The 
etalon was always placed close to the metallic minor--i.e., 
the back pole. Owing to  the reflection from the silvered back 

* H. du Bois ” Wied. Ann.,” 46, p. 545, 1892. 
t H. du Bois, “Wied. Ann.,” 51, p. 549, 1894. 
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surface, the light passed twice. t11i.oiigh the glass. and t ~ h e w f o i ~  
the rotation observed was double the proper value. On conl- 
inutating the current in the magnet coils the resultant rotatioil 
was four times the simple rotation, and for wave-length 7. 
=.7304p// was 4x 3.%C; minutes per kilogauss. The etalon 
had a n i ~ a n  thickness of 0.:1:? iiini. and an angle of slightly less 
than 20 minutes. ,Iccordiiig to  the theory of polar arma- 
tures,* using a vertical slit and with a polar distance of 1.6 mni .  
the field i n  the back part of the air space should be practically 
uniform. This uniformity was tested for all iiiirrors used, and 
the I*esrilts for cobalt ancl nickel ~ I I P  appended below. A 

34 

z t c n d y  ciir~rr~nt of 20 anipeies was  iiiaintained in  the magnet, 
dntl light of wave-length .5;3O.O!(/i was used. The etalon was 
placed i n  vaiious positions acrobs thc air space and the iotation 
leternlined in each case. In  d l  the experiments pelformed the 
field \vac; found  to increase rapidly irorii the slit towards tlic 
inicl-point of the pole space, and thrn became constant in  the 
neighbourhood o€ the nic~tallic ~ i i i ~ ~ o i ~ .  J$y this iiieans it was 
experimentally detrrniined that the field immediately in fibont 
of the mirior was unifotm and capable of niensurenient to 
within 1 per cent. b y  thc eialon. Thc correction applied by 
Foote in his work vias therefore unnccessary. Tables 1.  and 11. 
give the r e , d t s  of expelinlent with cobalt aiid nickel n1irroi-s 
to show the increase in the value of the intensity o€ thc mag- 
netic field aricjss the air space and tlw constancy of the saint 111 

the back half of that  space. 

* H .  tlu Boi.;, ' '  Aon. d. l'hyrik.," 42, 1). !I l l ,  1913. 
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__-__-.. __ - . . . . - . .. . - 
j U)ist,nnco nf rtalon ( 5 )  bal t. mi r r w .  Nickel mirror. 

~ 0.17 in in .  
0.60 mni. 
0.80 min. 
1.05 min. 
I .2A nim. 
1.43 min. 

from slit.. 1 Ficl(1 in kilogniis*. Field in kilogauss. ! 
I . ____ Î _I-- 

30.65 
31 .88 

: 3 2 4  
33.51 
X3.89 92.30 
:3:3.94 32.48 
:3:<.04 32.48 

j 33.94 32.48 
I 

. 

30 
0 0'2 0'4 0'6 0'8 1'0 1'2 1'4 1'6 

Didaace Ivom Slif in mm. 
l i IG.  2.-cOSSTANCY O F  FIELD N I C K E L  NIRROR.  

f iwn the slit. i t  was thought that the air in the space between 
the pole-pieces might be a possible source of mror in enhancing 
the rot'ation, so a silver iiiirror was insarted between the poles. 
A s  t h e  result of 100 independent readings of the rotation by 
coniinutatinp the current in the magnet coilp, it  was found that  
Cor the highest fields, using light lL=50Ci p i t ,  the rotation was 
0.01 5', and conseqnently within the limits of experiniental 
e r i w .  -4fter each set of readings for the satiwation curve the 
(:talon calibration was inimediatelp taken and the field strengths 
calculated. There was no visible increase in the rotation due 
to  thc etalon for currents above 30 amperes. 
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Tllroiighout the whole Paper the following notation \\ill be 
nsecl for the various quantitics :- 

H-Field intensity in kilogauss. 
I,=Saturation value in c.G.s. 
F,,,==Maxinium rotatio:,. 
K -  Kerr's constant. 
I =Magnetisation 
p=Rotation in minutes oi arc. 
i.=Wave-length used in 1 0 - 6  mni. 

The sign o f  the rotation is taken according to  the usual 
Relow arch 

I. The results of the deterinination of saturation values 
This 

2. Determinations of satuiation values of ferro-magnetic. 

2. Dispersion curves of these substances which have been 

s,*: Specific  nagn net is at ion. 

convention that in  thc caw of iron it is negative. 
a p p n d e d  :- 

of materials which have been tested by other methods. 
was done to justify the method. 

metals and alloys. 

inore accurately determined than before. 
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- ___-___ 

4574 17.44 1 
492.: 19.32 i 
454.0 18.25 i 

The results were plotted in Fig. 3, and i t  is easily seen that 
t h c  value of x, the abscissa of the  point of Intersection of the 
asymptote and the saturation curve horizontal produced 

z =4nZm= 2 1.00 liilogauss. 
'l'hcreforc 1,=1,681 C.G.S. units. 
This agrees very well with the value given by Gumlich, the 
difference being 24, or 1.5 per cent. 

24 

22 

20 

18 

I 6  E * 14 - 
12 

10 
~ 

3 

-.. 
G %  

6 

4 

2 

_____ 

I ;",:;: 555.5 
571.6 
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Iron.-(%) For this piece of material I have to  thaldi Prof. 
W e k *  of Zurich. who had deterniined its saturation value as 

316.1. 

29 

28 

27 

26 

25 

24 

$ 23 
P 

5 22 

z 21 

1 

5 - 
0 

1 

20 

19 

18 

17 

16 

15 

The density of the niaterial was 7.80, giving US 

400 450 500 550 6CO 650 700 
Waue.lcngrh I )  w 

F I G .  4 . - - ~ 1 ~ ~ > 1  (1). DISl%ESlOX ~ U X V S .  SPECIMEN S4TUBATED. 

i i s  value for Im=l,tMJ C.G.S. The spechien was free f rom 
sulphur, silicon or ~ i ia l~gal~ese ,  and  had been melted in an 
atmosphere of nitrogen. The same process as iu t h e  previous 
case was gone through and the c u r v ~  drawn. The resiilt~ pave 
a s  thc  value of the abscissa of thc  poiirt of inteisectioii 

~-3xZ,,;=-:! 1.0 kilogauss. 

Thelcfolc I,n==l,~;sl c.f;.s. 
This value is in cscellciit agreement with tha t  of Prof. \Tejss, 
the CITW being!) C’,G.S.. or0.5 per cent. 

Iron.-(3) This specinlei1 of Swcdish iron was supplied by 
the Kolswa 1ron Works, and contained 0.22 per cent. of carbon, 
phosphorus, silicon and  inanganese. Prof. Weiss again sup- 
plied me w i t h  his calculation of the saturation value. and gave 

* T’. Weiss. “ Jour. de Phgr.” (4). p. l i 3 ,  1910. 
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The density was returned as i.8624, and 

Two sets of readings were taken, uRing light of different 
The satn- 

0 

~,*=2165 C‘.G.S. 
this gives as value of 1,n=1,702 C.G.S. 

wave-lengths-nainel~, j.=54bl and I.=.j’&.l,u,u. 
ration value obtained in both cascs was the same. 

TABLE V. ( ( I )  c c n d  (b) .  
Saturation curvcs. Troll ( 3 ) .  ( U )  A=.%%.1 gg. ( b )  ~ = 5 9 @ 1  pp. 

14.82 
1843 
21.08 
22.26 
23.10 
23.73 
24.23 
24.50 
24.99 
2.513 
25.13 

__-- -_ . ._ - 
Field in j l<otetion 111 

kilogauss. ininutcs ( 1 1 ) .  

I 

- 
2.89 
li.00 
.!) * 60 
12.44 
18.43 
17.51 
19.67 
21.71 
23.37 
24.91 
27.07 
32.65 
36.18 
38.08 
39.70 

ltotabion ~ a b  alwayi ncg,ztiw. 

‘I’hc value o f  * ‘  2 ” so obtained was W ! ) 5  kilogauw, which 
givcs 

20.950 Im==-- - =-1,6GX P.G.S. 4n - 

,111 further tests of the niateiial gavc values between 1,6GF and 
1,681 C.G.S. Taking the mean of all values found RS 1,6‘iZ 
(’.G.S. (being the mean of 2.5 curves), ;ye find this in good 
‘tgreenient wi th  the other value given above of 1,702 C.G.S., 
the error being only 1.4 ?er cent. 

Daspersiori Czcrve.-Tlle dispersion CUI*VB for this specinmi 
was found, and the results are set out in Table VI. ‘The clis- 
persion throughout the spectrum was fairly large, and f ron i  
%=60@0 pp t o  R=’iOO.O pp the curve follows practically a 
straight line. The smaller values of the wave-length show a 
slight inflection of the curve. It is interesting to  compare the 
valnes obtained in the.present work with those obtained by 
E’oote for a similar specimen. The values are compared in 
Table VI.(a), and are illustrated in Fig. 6. Table VI. gives 
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the results of experiment in the determination of the dispersion 
curve. In this case the arc lamp was not used as the source 
of light, but direct sunlight was focussed on to  the s!it of the 
monochromator. This additional intensity of the illumination 

26 

24 

22 

20 

18 

2 16 2 14 

a 

4 

B 12 

2 IO 
8 

6 

4 

2 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 I8 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 
A c ! d  in Kilogauss. 

lq'l(:. 5.-IIro? ( 3 ) .  
Upper Curve ( A )  Wave-length 546, lcp ( A )  
Loser  Curve (BI Wave-length 590, Ipp ( B )  

enabled the readings to be bnken much further into the violet 
than before. I n  all cases the maximum value of the rotation 
is given. 

20.14 1 
20.55 
20.93 
22.79 
24.33 
2747  
29.75 I 

i ... I ... 
The tiold w&s saturated. 
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TABLE VI. (a).-Coniparieon of the Values of Barker and Foote. 
.- 

Ware-length 
PP. 

410.0 
444 .0 
480.0 
520.0 
560.0 
tj00-0 
040.0 
660.0 

- 

__- 

_ _ _  
Rotation in 

minutes (Barker) 

14.60 
15-00 
16-65 
19+O 
22.10 
24-45 
26.60 
25-94 

Rotation in 
minutes (Foote). 

18.00 
15.60 
16.80 
19.74 
22.74 
24,78 
26.58 
26.94 

~ 

Ratio. 

1.02 
1.03 
1.01 
1 eo1 
1 a02 
1-01 
0.999 
!!.964 

Taking as the mean ratio 1-01, we see that the two sets of 
values are in good agreement. The present work has found 
points further into the violet and red than that of Foote, and 

30 

29 

20 

27 

26 

25 

ii 24 
Y 
.: 23 
a 
.: 22 
3 p 21 
c2 20 
- 
19 

18 

17 

16 

15 

1 4 ~ 1 1 1 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
I 

400 450 500 550 600 650 700 
Wave-length in p.p. 

FIG.  IRON (3). DISPERSION CURVE. FIELD SATUKATED. 

also more points were obtained. 
iron were tested with satisfactory results. 

Many other specimens of 
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('0 R A  LT. 

C'obaZt.--(l) This specimen of electrolytic cobalt was pro- 
vided by Merclc, and had been fused in nitrogen. Prof. Weiss 
has again supplied me with the information regarding his tests 
of the material for the saturation value. He gave the value as 
1,412 C.G.S. The piece was mounted on a cone and tested 
in the same way as the iron. The results are given in Table VI].  
ancl plotted in  Biz. 7 

Saturation 

Ficld in 
kilogauss. 

___ __ 

Rotation was n c p t  i w  throughout. 

x=5:K)4 pp. 

I Rotation in 
i n i n u h .  

20 30 
20.45 
20.54 
20.58 
20.58 
20.58 
20.58 
20.58 
... __  - 

0 2 4 6 8 10 11 14 I6 19 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 
Field I P  Ki:o2ti!iss 

FU:. ~.-COBAI,T ( I ) .  SATVH < T I O N  ('i'H\'C. ROT 1TIOS NEGATIVE:. 

From the curve it is seen that 
~=4121,,,= 17,600 kilogauss. 

17,600 
4n Therefore 1 n h c - z  1,400 C.G.S. 
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This value ( L,4OO) is in excellent agreeinetit with that of Wciss- 
namely. 1,4:12 C.G.S., t,he error being less than 1 per cent, 
‘l’hc foregoing affords another example of the accuracy of the 
inethocl for measuring high saturation values. 

Dispersion Curve.-The dispersion curve was observed for  
the first tirile for a saturat,ed specimen. I t  gave 110 indications 
of anything other than that previously observed by blartiri 
tor coba.lt mirrors which w-erc unsaturated. The definite but 
flat mirtinium in the green was more closely observed and 
located exactly. A great nuniber of points were taken, and the 
values so obtained are set out in Table V I I I .  The field was 
niaintained at  35.91 kilogauss throughout the whole experi - 
nient., and light, from the arc lamp was used. 

TABLE VJII. 
(hbalt (1). 

in pp. ~ minotcs. j ,  in pp. miriutw 

T M i .  1 2 2 x  
455.2 1 23.37 57 I .5 I ‘22.50 

525.0 i i  ‘i18*o I 4348 
515.5 

Field strcngtli. 35.91 i q .  - - .  ._ -. . - Diaprs ion  curvcb. . 
\Vavc.lenytli ~ o t a t i o n  in i[ w7~AiPngt i l  ~ Iiotation in 

-- : i  - 
442 ..5-1--3:3~- 

599.0 I 2 2 ~  i 
lira4 , I i 23.24 

531.5 I 2 2 3 0  I ;  O!H).O I ‘24.25 

1 / i  538.5 i 22.30 

22.80 
1F)2.5 1 y; 

... ... 
.. . .._____ ! 

kbotation was negative tliroughout. 
f 7  I he values given above bear an  interesting coiiipaikoii wit11 

those obtained by Martin. 
factor 1.134 the above curve is obtained. 

If his results be niultiplicd b>- t;lit. 
The curve is show.~t 

4M) 453 500 550 600 650 700 
Wave-’mgth 117 pp.  

FIG. 8 . A O B A L T  (1). DISPERSIOX CURVE.  ROTATIOX N EUATIVlC. 

in Fig. 8. 
valnes with those abovc. 

Table VIlI . (n)  gives the coinparison of Mart,in’s 
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. . . . . - ._-- __ ~ ~ 

Rotation in 

I 20.20 

22.65 I 1 !1.!)2 
23.20 20.28 

i Wave-lcngt ti Rotation in 
in pw. minutrs (Harkcr). minutcx (Mart,in). _______ 

483.0 ' 22.95 
22.30 i 19.54 530 4 

. X 7 4  
(i15.0 j 
t j ' i .54 ; 24.00 I 21.15 

i 
I __ ~~ . .. 
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__ . - 
Ratio.  

1.131 
1.1:30 
1 . 1 3 i  
1.139 
1.1:35 

1 1 

I 
I 
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TABLE IX 
Saturation cnrw.  Nickel (1). X=590*0 bp. 

Field in kilo- Field ki kilo- Rotation in 
minutes. 

11 *40 
13.21 7.85 

6-72 15 05 7.85 
7.85 

7-36 18.16 1 7.85 
7.86 

5.70 
7.10 

7.60 *l9 28 
7.65 I.. I ... 9.20 1 

* All readlngs WCIV constant for higher fields. 

I 

-- 

From the curve, Fig. 9, we see that  
s=4~1,,,=6,400 kilogauss. 

(3,400 
4n Therefore I,=-=509 C.G.S. 

This value is a little higher than those before obtained, but 
still the difference is less than 4 per cent. The process of 
soldering t o  the cone might have had a little influence in raising 
the value. The method is therefore good for substances ot 
weaker magnetisation. 

Disperison Curve.-Great care was taken to  determine thc 
exact form of the dispersion curve, and more than twice as 
many points as found by Foote were titken. The ciirve agrees 
remarkably well with his. A well-defined flat minimuni was 
found in the region from A=53O.O,u,u t o  A=55O.Opp, and a 
maximum was observed at  1=600.0 p,u, coming again to a 
niinimum a t  1=630.0 ,up. l hese  irregularities were very 
carefully observed, and the results were. determined with great 
accuracy. Table X. gives the values found. 

TABLE X. 

Wave-length I Rotation in Wave-length 1 Rotation in 
Dispersion curve. Nickol(1). Field strength, 31.40 kg. 

in pp. \ minutes. in ~ p .  I minutes. 

442.5 
457.2 
474.0 
492.5 
515.5 
531 *5 
539.0 
546.1 ’ I _ _ ~  

1 

i 

8.316 
8.092 
7.80 
7.52 
7.32 
7.21 
7.21 
7.21 

557.5 
571.5 
599.0 
618.0 
628.0 
650.0 

I 
1 
~ 

1 690.0 
*.. I 

1 7.196 
I 7 *40 
j 8.05 
1 7 40 

7.75 
8.076 
8.230 

The nickel was saturated and a field oi 31.400 kilogauss 
was maintained throughout. 

VOL. XXIX. c: 
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SZc7ieZ.-(2) This piece was supplied as tolerably pure nickel 
f roiii the Metallurgical Tlepartnient of the Imperial College, 
London, by Assistant Prof. Ilerrett. l t  was duly tested a s  
before and gave as i i iaxii i i~li~ rotatiofi (Q4.j minutes. Froni 

the  curve obtained 3" was fou:~tl i o  be equal t o  G,460 gauss, 
and this gives ar vdluc of I , ,  or the satiiration value equal 
to 513 C.G.S. This resiilt is in accordance with the one 
previously obtained for Sickcl ( I  ). Other specimens of 
nickel were examined and gave consistent results of a like 
order. 

The method having thus far been tested for ferro-magnetic 
iiietals, it mas nest  applied t o  alloys of the sanie. Ry the 
kindness of Dr. Gumlich, of the Physische Technische Reich- 
yanstalt, 13ei*lin, speciniens of ferro-manganese alloys of known 
saturat ion values were obtained. Concordant results were 
again fount1 and the results are set out below. 

-11,LOY S. 

Fcri,o-.llccii!/nizese.- 1 ) This speciiiieii wa5 kindly supplied 
by l)r .  C:uinlich, and had the percentage coiiiposition- 

1 l O n = 9 B ~ , "  pcx ce11t. 

Ilariganese= 7.8 per cent. 

Dr. Gii~nlich gave as the saturation \-slue 1.360 (I.G.S. With 
light of waj-e-length j.=.530-0 //p, the niasinium rotation was 
found t o  be 1 3 . T O  minutes, and throughout the whole experi- 
ment was in the negative direction. Table S I .  gives the values 
obtained for the saturation cline.  
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TABLE XI. 
Saturat,ion CIII'VF. Fcrm->Iangnnese (1). x=5304 /*F. 

- 
Field in 

kilog.tuss. 

2.536 
4.000 
4.602 
5.323 
7.399 
8.303 
9.545 

1 1  4320 
14+XW 
17.510 

____.--- 

- -  

From the ciirve so obtained (Fig. 11) we find tha t  

x=4nZ,= 16,750 kilogauss. 

16,i60 
4;c 

'I'hereforc Im=- = 1,333 C.G.S. 

This is in excellent agreenlent with the value given by Gum- 
lich ( 1 ,:KO), the error being less than 2 per cent. 

4 

_. , -.-, 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 3234 36 38 40 
Fie!d in Kilogauss. 

1'10. 1 l.-PERR~-~laSuaS~:sE ( 1). S.4TUR.iTIOS CURVE. ROTATION 
NELIATIVE. 

~ ~ ~ r ~ - ~ l l u ? ~ ~ a ? ~ e s c . -  (2)  "his specin~en was also supplied by 
1)r. Gumlich, and was a piece which he had himself tested by 
rhc isthmus method. The usual mirror was prepared and 

c3  
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mounted in the large Du Bois magnet G S  before. 
position of the piece was given by Gumlich as 

The com- 

Iron=81bG per cent. 
Manganese= 10.4 per cent. 

Light of wave-length %=:',304 pp was used, the same as in the 
case of specimen ( I ) .  The mnxilnum rotation fell froin 19.70 

33 

32 

31 

30 

2 9  

.20 

27 

.r 2 6 

2 25 

a 24 

23 

22 

21 

20 

19 
400 450 500 550 600 650 700 

3 

r: 

.- 

Wave-length in pw. 

Fro. ~ Z . - - T I W S - O O B . ~ L T  ANTIMOXY ALLOY. DTSPERSIOS CITRYIS. 

to 13.1G minutes. This shows that the introduction of 2.G per 
cent. more manganese had the effect oi considerably diminish- 
ing the rotation. As beEore, the rotation was negative. Froin 
the curve obtained it was seen that  

r=4nI, = 10,970 kilogauss. 
10.970 
4n Therefore I,,,=--- - -  =a73 C'.G.P. 

Dr. Gnmlich gave his value as 885 C.G.S., and bv comparison 
of figures the-close agreement of the two iiietll&ls is readily 
wen, the error being less than 1.4 per cent. 
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The foregoing exaniples a rc  sufficient to demonrtrate thc 
efficacy of the method for measuring saturation valnes of 
Ilighly magnetic substances. In  this case the error from other 
rc.cognisec1 methods is never more than 2 per cent. When 
bodies of less nzagiietic power are tested, then the error is 
Iicrhaps a little greater, but in no  case greater than 4 per cent. 
'1'he apparatus was now used to  determine the saturation values 
of bodies hitherto untested, and which in many cases could 
only be obtained in small qiiantities. I n  all cases mirrors were 
prepared as before and highly polished. In sonic, few cases 
thc dispersion curves were also deternzined. According to 
thc, results obtained above the differences between the experi- 
mental values and those obtained from the theory of Du Bois 
are very small. With regard to bodies of low magnetic value, 
the possible reduction of the percentage error is occupying 
rny attention, and already more accurate readings have been 
obtaine(1. In the cases below, where the saturation value is 
below 500 C.G.S.. the results can be regarded as correct to 
within 3 per cent., whilst for bodies ol higher values 1 per cent., 
or a t  the iilost 1.5 per cent., is the limit of error. 

Ferro-L'obnlt-AIztii,zoiz!i.--Tliis alloy was supplied from the 
collection of Prof. Du Bois, and contairied 

Iron=W per cent. 
C'ohalt=30 per cent. 

Antiinoiiy- 4 per cent. 

l'sinp light of \\-avc-lei~gth i.=.730.0 /(,U, a iiiaxiii~uiii rotation 
of IL3,cici minutes was ohtained in the negative direction. Thc 
curve followed the usual forni. 

The value found for x on plotting the va1uc.s obtained was 

a--3.-rI,= 1'3,600 liilogams. 

An alloy of thcsc three rrtetals gives, therel'ore, a high satura- 
tion value. The dispersioii curye was also tleterniined for this 
spccinien and the result is set out in Table XII. 
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I CrGe-lrngtll 
i r i  pg. 

c_--..---- __ 

I 
1 412.3 

4554 
~ 4iJ.O 
! 4112.5 
I 

. .. -- 
liotation in \Vavr-leng t h  I<otat,ion in 

niinutcs. in p,u. iiiinic te.4. 
. - . .- .. 

2fi.81 
67 1 .5 25.68 
A D 9 4  29.43 
WS.0 31.92 

--- - 
; l ; l i  '.) I 19.i4 

"U 4 3  
21.81 
23.24 

10.i-C 144G 
12.81 14.86 
I:?.;,.? 14.80 
l i .14  15.05 ~ 

19.13 15.05 I 

1 ... ... 
Rotation is negative. Rotation is constnnt forall Iiiglier field,. 
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This curve, when plotted as in Fig. 13, gives s=11.00 kilo- 
gauss, and this gives as the saturation value Im=875 C.G.S. 

~ 

0 2 4 6 8 IO 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 43 
Field ir! Kilogauss. 

FIG. 13 . -FERRO.xI ( 'Kl iL .  SATUKATIOS CCRYE. R o T d T I o x  NEC:ATIVE. 

Cobalt-Silicon.-This alloy was prepared a t  the Metallnt- 
gical Laboratory of the Imperial College, London, by kind 
permission of Asst. Prof. Merrett. It had. the percentage 
coniposition- C'obalt=98 per cent,. 

Silicon= 2 per cent,. 
Using light of wave-length A=530.0 //!i, a maximum negative 
rotation was attained of 20.52 minutes. A regular curve was 
given, and the point of int'ersection showed z= 1380 kilogauss. 
Thus we have as the saturation value 

I,= 1,004 C'.G.S. __ . . -  

Cobalt-Ckcmiw.nz.-The specimen was prepared as above in 

Cobalt=87 per cent,. 
Chromium=13 per cent. 

With all conditions as before, the substance gave a maxiniuni 
negative rotation of 13.72 minutes. From the graph s o  
obtained x was found to be equal to 11.22 kilogauss, given as 
.the saturation value 

London and had the composition- 

I , ,=SO r x s .  
-. . - 

Cobalt-Chvonz ium-il:,ickeZ. -P rof . 'l'aniin ann, of the University 
.of Gotkingen, sent me the piece tested, and kindly gave nie t'he 
aimlysis of its composition as 

Cobalt=83 per cent. 
Chroniiunl= 15 per cent. 

Nickel= 2 per cent,. 
The  curve was of the usual order, and gave a negative maxinlunz 
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1 Ficld in Rotation in 
kilogauss. ininu tcs. -____- - 

rotation of 8.96 minutes. By deduction therefrom the value 
of 2=0.75 kilogauss, which renders the value of I,=775 C.G.S. 
The wave-length used was 1=5.30.0 p p .  

CobaZt-Tilo.-The specimen was fused in the Metallurgical 
Laboratory of the Imperial College, London, and on analysis 
had the percentage composition- 

Cobalt=t)32 per cent. 
Tin= 6.8 per rent. 

The mirror was prepared and tested as before, and with light 
of wave-length 1=53050 p / i  gave a negative maximum rotation 
of 14.3 minutes. The curve presented an abnormal appear- 
ance, insomuch that  the transition portion is almost evanescent 
and the saturation point is almost reached before the bend 
occurs. The turn is very sharp and very small in gradient. 
The results are set out in Table XIV. 

TABLE XIV. 
Saturation run%. Cobalt-Tin. x=3.70.0 uu. 

Field in 1 Rotation in  j 
kilogauss. I minutes. 

2.526 
3400 
5.500 
7.210 

11 -370 

2.48 13.90 14.14 1 

14.24 

14.30 

3.87 16.06 
5.47 I 18.93 

8.49 
9.98 2242 I 14.30 

I i 14.28 

I ... ... 
- - . - - - - _ _  ___- __ 
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A specimen of a cobalt-tin alloy which had been tested five 
vears previously, and found to  be magnetic, by Martin, was 
;e-tested by Martin after three years and gave no rotation. 
The specimen was re-tested in the present work--i.e., two yeais 
later-and again gave no result. It  was then maintained a t  a 
teinperature of 100 deg. Centigrade for two days and re-tested. 
Again a negative result was obtained. It was apparent, there- 
fore, that  in the five years some change had taken place in the 
alloy. The piece tested in Table XIY. is almost identical in 
composition with the original of Martin. This apparent ageing 
of the alloy we have been unable to explain up to  date. 

CobaIt-d.ntimon!~.--T~ie material Gas prepared in Lonclon by 
the kindness of Prof. Merrett, of the Imperial College, who 
gave its percentage composition as 

Cobalt-88 per cent. 
Antimony= 12 per cent. 

The usual curve was obtained, with light of wave-length 1 
=630.0 ,up, and it presented no peculiarities. The maximum 
negative rotation was 18.72 minutes, and the value of ~t: found 
was 14.50 kilogauss. The saturation value deduced froin this 
gives 

I , , ,= 1,l.X C.G.8. 

MINERALS, &c.--,llagnetite, FeO, Fe&. 
( 2 )  and ( 3 ) .  

General Remarks.-Accorcling to the curves for dispersion 
obtained by Loria and Martin in the case of magnetite, there is 
a negative rotation in the blue about wave-length R=l.Xl .O / C / L  

ancl a positive rotation in the orange-red about wave-length 
R=GOO.O pp. I n  all cases where the satiiration value of t h i s  
substance was found two curves were taken using light of 
wave-lengths ii=4.50.0 (blue) and i=G00.0 p/t (orange- 
red). In the first case the rotation was negative, and a slit 
width of 05.30 mm. was iisecl on the monochronlator. I n  the 
second case the rotation was negative and the slit width was 
decreased t o  0.1.5 mm. 

Il.lagnetite.-( 1) This specimen was taken from the end of an 
electrode and mounted in the usual way. Using light of wave- 
length 1,=4.30.0, the maximum negative rotation obtained was 
1.89 minutes, and using light of wave-length L=600.0 ,I+, the 

Magnetite (1 ), 
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maximum positive wave-length was 3.83 minutes. Bot 11 
curves gave exactly the same value for 2-namely, 

z=5.190 kilogauss, which gives 1,=413 C.G.S. 

.IIupetite.-(2) This specinien was kindly provided by Prof. 
Weiss, who stated that i t  had been artificially prepared. I t  
was in an amorphous condition, and so had to be compressed 
strongly on to  the cone prepared for insertion into the pole- 
piece of the magnet. In  this way a niirror with a fairly good 
polish was obtained. T7sinq the two wave-lengths as before, 
two good curves were traced. With wave-length 31=450-0 ,I(// 
the  Iiiaximuiii negative rotation was 1.10 minutes, and using 
wave-length 3,=600.0 the maximum positive rotation was 
2.23 minutes. Again both curves gave identical values for 
2- \'I 7;. , 

s=5100, and therefore I,,,=40C, C.G.S. 
f 1  1 he two results are in good agreement. 

Xuqnet i te . - (3)  This was a piece of natural mineral taken 
from the collection of Prof. H. du Bois. It was carefull!. 
niounted, as in the case of the earlier specimens, and the tests 
applied, using light of two wave-lengths as before. The curve 
obtained using light of wave-length 1=450.0 , ~ i p  gave a 
niasimuni negative rotation of 2.0 minutes, and the maximum 
positive rotation obtained with light of wavelength 1.=600*0 /(,I/ 
was 3.20 minutes. 

The results of the two tests are set forth in Table XV. (a)  and 
( [ I ) ,  and are traced in Figs. lband 16. The upper curve is the 
positive one. 

TABLE XI'. (a) and (6). 
Satiimtion curves. Mnqnctite (3) .  (.) X=. tJO.O fib. (6)  X=800.0 ,up. - 1 X = ~ Z O . O  pp rotation , A=GOO.O pp rotation ' 

in minutes (positive). j 
I 

in iiiinutes (negative). 1 Field in kilognass. 
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I 474.0 -1.09 
492.5 -0.G5 
515.5 +O*W 

1 531.5 +0*30 
546 * 1 +0.42 I 

Figs. 15 atid 16 both show the same valiie for s-namely, 
the value of z=4450 kilogauss, therefore 1,=:383 C.G.S. 

599.0 3.0.98 ' 
(328.0 +1.05 

G90.0 +1*19 1 

+ l e 1 2  1 I ... ... 

FKiS. 13  .4JD 1G.-JI.\GNETI'PE (I). SATURATION CURVES. 

Frenklinite (ZnO, E'c,O,).-This specimen was also loaned 
by Prof. du Bois from his collection, and had the composition 
as expressed by the formula above. In order to select a 
suitable wave-length for the determination of the saturation 
curve, it was necessary to first determine t h e  dispersion curve, 
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- 
Field in Rotation in 

ininute;. ! k i l O g a U S S .  

0.8 !- 0 .5  0.7 , 
1 .I9 , 
1.1 I 1.1 

1 e 7  
2.86 i 

...___ j 

il=570.0ppu. The curve then increased slowly towards the 
higher values of the wave-length. Throughout the whole 
experiment the field was saturated and maintained a t  27.34 
kilogauss. Table XVII. and Fig. 17 show the results. 

.____________ 

Field in I Rotation in 
kilogauss. 1 minutes. 

~ - ~ -  
1.19 , 3.7 

4.9 ~ 

5.8 1.19 I 
I .i) 1 *I9 I r -  

.r, 1.0 

H 0.5 
B 
e o  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I 1 1 2  
Field in Kilogauss. 

FIQ.  FRANKLINITE. SATURATION CURVE. ROTATION NEGATIVE. 

slit width of 0.3 nim., arid the rotation was negative throughout 
the whole curve. The results obtained are set out below in 
Table XVITI, and the curve shown in Fig. 18. 
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Pig. 15 gives the value of x- 
x= 1.870 kilogauss. 

I ,= 140 C.G.S. Therefore .-. 

Cupri-/errite (CuO, Fe ;Os) .-This specimen mas supplied as 
before by Prot. du Bois, and had the composition represent& by 
the formula above. According to previous workers, it gave a 
positive rotation, and taking a rnonochroinator slit width of 
0.3 mm., light of wave-length )1=477.0 was used for the 
curve. The usual series of values was obtained and Table XIX. 
gives the residts. 

TABLE XIX, 
Cupri. rri te. Saturation rurrc. 

___ - .  

Field in I Rotation in Field io 
kilogauss. 1 minutes. kilogauss. - 

0.75 +04 4.1 
5.15 

1 .F) +045 7.50 
3.1 I +1*53 I ... 

Rotation in 
niinutes. 1 

... . 

Rotation is po*itivc and is coiintmt for all higher field vnlucs. 

The curve quickly attains its maximum, and from it we 
find the value of 

which gives 
z=3.380 kilogauss, 

In,-2GG C.G.S. 
-- 

. 20 
2 
2 1’5 
2: 

1‘0 

2 0.5 

- 
.. 
Q - 
4 

0 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1  1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6  
Field i n  Kilogauss. 

FIG.  1g . - cCPRI  FERRITE. s A T U R A T I 0 S  cL!KVE. ROTATIOS I’O51rlVE. 

In  the final table a i c  set out the whole of the values found 
b y  this method. The reliahilityof i t  is well proved in the first 
cases test$, and, as mentioned before, it is particularly good 
when only sinall quantities of the materials to be tested are 
available. I n  conclusion, I should like to thank most heartily 
Prof. H. du Bois, of Amsterdam and Berlin, for so kindly 
placing his apparatus and advice at  1113’ clisposal lor the work, 
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Iron (1) ................ -22.68 
Iron (2) ............... -18.97 

1ron (3) ............ ..., { -25.13 , 
Cobalt (1) ............ 1 -20.58 

Nickel (1) ............ - i.85 

Fcrro-Manganesc (1)l -19.50 

I -20.50 1 

I 
Cobalt (2) ............I -21.00 

Nickel (2) ............ I - 8.05 

Prof. Weiss, of Zurich, nr. Gumlich, of Berlin, Asst. Prof. 
Merrett, of London, for so generously providing me with 
specimens, and Mr. J. Stephenson, A.R.C.Sc., U.Sc., for help 
during the writing of this Paper. 
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1,G73 
1,400 

3,395 
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ABSTRACT. 
The Paper  describes work carried out  in t h c  laboratory of Prof. 

Du Bois on t h e  relation between t h e  intensity of inagiietisation of 
various fe r romagnet ic  materials a n d  t h e  rotat ion of the  plane of 
polarisation of plane polarised light reflected from a polislied surfacc 
of t h e  material. T h e  specimens, in t h e  forni of ciroular discs 3 min. 
in  diameter and 0.5 min. thick, were soldered t o  one of the pole 
pieces of a large electromagnet. Through a n  aperture  in  the o ther  
pole, monochromatic light, polarised i n  two near ly  coincident plancr  
by means of a Lippich polariser, was incident almost normally on 
t h e  polished surface of the specimen. The reflected bcain passctl 
through an analyser, t h e  rotat ion of which could be nicasured, b y  
means of an auxiliary optical system, t o  a high dcgrec of accuracy. 

In t h e  first par t  of the Paper  results a re  given for a number of 
materials of known magnetic properties in  order  t o  establish t h c  
validity of t h e  method,  clue to  Du Bois, of obtaining t h e  value of t h e  
saturat ion intensi ty  f rom t h e  curve connecting field strengt h witti 
rotation. The method is then  applied t o  materials of unknown 
properties. The variation of the Kerr  constant with the w a w -  
length of the  light was also determined for  a number of substances. 

DISCUSSION. 
Jlr. D. OWES askcd if the Papcr, in addition toestablishing t,lic view t,hat 

thc rotation was proportional to the intensity of magnetisation, brought 
forward any ncw results that  wcre useful to  theory. For instance, ho 
recollected a Paper by B. Hopkinson, in which i t  was found possible t o  
obtain an intensity of magnetisation greater than tha t  obtainable wit11 
pure iron, and he noticed that  in the present Paper there was an alloy of 
iron and cobalt which exceeded pure iron in saturation intensity. \Vas 
it now taken for grant.ed that  i t  was possible in an alloy t o  obtain mag- 
net isat ion~ greatcr than that  of either component, or wcrc tho icsults in 
the Paper somewhat novel in this respect ? 

Dr. SMITH said t h a t  saturation intcnsities of magnctisation wcrc of 
importancc for various rcasons. For instance, as Weiss had shown, i t  
WRS of theoretical interest to  know their tempcraturc variations. Agiiii, 
in the case of a " mechanical " mixture of two substanccs, tho saturation 
intensitv would be related in a simple manner t o  thoso of t'he const i tucnt~.  
There Gas much evidence that  annealed steels arc mixtnrcs of iron and 
iron carbidc. Hadfield and Hopkinson, in tho Papcr whicli had h e n  
incntioncd, had shown tha t  tho sa.turation intensities of magnctisation of 
such steels were compat.ible with this view, and had deduccd tz value 
for tho sa.turation intensity of the carbide. It would h a w  bccn of 
intercst if Dr. Barker had dctermincd t h e  latter dircctly, as had been his 
intention, before thc work was intcrruptcd. Alloys wcrc not, Iiowcrcr, 
always simple mirturcs. The stccl cxamined by Hopkinson and Had field 
t o  which Mr. Owen hkd rcfcrred, was a nickcl stecl, and its total magncti- 
sation was greatcr than  thc sum of t.llose which its constitncnts woultl 
liave cxliibitcd separately, althouah it was not as grcat as that  of 1.1iIc 
iron, The reason probably was  that. nickel-iron alloys form solid S O I I I -  
tions (mixed-crystals) instead of nicchanical mixtures. The s a u v  is 
])robably t rue of cobalt-iron alloys, although in this casc a. material can 
bc obtained (possibly a compound) whose saturation magnotisation is 
actually greater than that  of pure iron. It, had been p r o p o d  to  use this 
i?lloy cornincrcially. Other solid so~utions were linown in somc of ~ h i c h  
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the  magnetisation was greatcr, and in others Icss, than that  which 
mechanical mixturc8 of the  components would have eshibited. 
Dr. P. E. SHAW (communicated remarks) : ?he peculiar features of the 

interesting method employed by Dr. Barker are the smallness of the speci- 
mens and the largeness of the field used. In ordcr to  obtain rotation effects 
of fair magnitude i t  would sccm to be necessary to  deal exclusively with 
magnetic materials of ferromagnetic strength, and even then to  employ great 
fields. Thia limitation in the scope of the method is, howevero counter- 
balanced by the great advantage of being able t o  experiment on very small 
quantities of the magnetic substance. It would thus seem easy to  conduct 
UhCfUl experiments on the change in magnetic quantity of the small specimens 
when the conditions as to  temperature, annealing acd  static treatment are 
varied, all of which tests might be difficult with large specimens. Throughout 
the Paper the values of X are given in terms of p p .  The unib here meant is 
onc-millionth of a millimetre, which is now, according to recent changes in 
nomenclnture, stylcd m u .  The Society recently sanctioned this change. 


